where the factor e" converts the flare half-angle data to an approximation of the linearized characteristic.
Note that a tapered afterbody on finned projectile presents special difficulties in estimating base drag and Reference 2 does consider such projectiles. However, this requires an assumption that the expanding flow from a fenced channel (a cornered lattice) is equivalent to flow around an unbounded two dimensional corner. Efforts to validate this assumption by either calculation or by aerodynamic range data have been unavailing. In this report the maximum fin hub diameter is taken to identify the base drag area for the finned application.
3.
The viscous drag coefficient is obtained from a combination of 
4.
A wave drag contribution, emanating from a shock at the bodyflare junction, is given in Reference 2 as 
6.
The total zero yaw drag coefficient is then equal to that of the sum of the parts.
Ill. RESULTS Figures 3-a and 3-b show the results of the calculating procedures for a typical finned and an atypical flared projectile. Correspondence with range test data appears satisfactory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The modifications of the calculating scheme and the reference data of AMC Pamphlet 706-280 to predict zero yaw drag coefficient in the Mach range from 2 to 5 is demonstrated. The technique is to simply linearize the region of interest. Agreement with available test data ' indicates that the procedure warrants employment in preliminary estimating or in screening analyses. 
